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Annual Women’s Conference empowers 1,000 in
attendance with vital health information
By Nancy Yuen

F

or many women, the challenges
of navigating their family’s needs
and pursuing careers or education
limit time for themselves. Learning about
vital developments in health care or nutrition may come from catching a few words
of a radio report while driving to work or
hearing about an upcoming news story on
the 11:00 p.m. news.
The luxury of spending an entire day with
experts in health care, nutrition, fitness and
event planning became a reality for 1,000
women who attended the 7th annual Loma
Linda University Health Women’s Conference, “Ready. Set. Go Green. Think Lean.”
on Friday, Jan. 16, at the Ontario Convention Center, in Ontario, California.
For attendees, the conference was a day
to learn and have their questions answered
by experts, to plan, and be inspired and gain
dozens of tools to live a whole life.
“This yearly event,” says Beverly Rigsby,
MBA, “is a time where women experience
an entire day to focus on wholeness. With
access to health testing and seminars on
interests including decorating and gardening, the impact goes well beyond the day of
the conference. As participants learn more
about their own and their loved ones’ health
and participate in complimentary health
testing, it can be life-changing.”
Rigsby is service line director for gynecology women’s services at Loma Linda
University Medical Center.
During the conference, gems and
takeaways by experts in their fields were
mini-blogged and shared on Facebook and
Twitter by both a Loma Linda University
Health social media team and attendees
using the hashtag #LLUHWomen.

The 1,000 women who attended the 7th annual Loma Linda University Health Women’s Conference, “Ready.
Set. Go Green. Think Lean,” on Jan. 16, benefited from sessions led by experts on topics — including nutrition,
weight loss, incorporating fitness into one’s busy life, osteoporosis, the importance of sleep and planning for
retirement. The sessions will be made available online.
There is also an active Loma Linda
University Health Women’s Health Facebook page, www.facebook.com/LLUMC
WomensHealth, that is populated with
informative and inspirational posts.
While tickets for this event sell out
quickly (there were more than 250 on this
year’s waiting list), everyone will be able to
benefit from the wisdom that was shared
during the conference.
Videos of conference breakout sessions

led by experts on topics — including nutrition, weight loss, incorporating fitness into
one’s busy life, osteoporosis, the importance
of sleep, planning for retirement, decluttering and gardening among many others
— will be available online at no charge in
future months.
“Like” the Women’s Health Facebook
page for daily inspiration and to learn when
the archive of the conference seminars will
be posted. (See next page for more).

School of Public Health receives $1.15 million
to improve health in San Bernardino County
Contributed Report

L

oma Linda University School of
Public Health has received a $1.15
million award from the County of
San Bernardino to implement an 18-month

Sherma Charlemagne-Badal, PhD,
right, is principal investigator/project
director, and Edward McField, PhD,
will serve as co-investigator/project
associate director for the grant.

initiative to improve health equity by
increasing access to health care.
The project, titled “San Bernardino
County MediCal Outreach, Retention, and
Enrollment” (SBC-MORE for short), was
developed and submitted by Sherma Charlemagne-Badal, PhD, assistant professor
at Loma Linda University School of Public
Health, who will serve as principal investigator/project director, and Edward McField,
PhD, associate professor at LLU School of
Public Health, who will serve as co-investigator/project associate director.
On Jan. 6, the San Bernardino County
Board of Supervisors approved the award,
which aims to improve health equity in
the region by increasing access to health
care among underserved and low-enrollment populations.
The target population includes persons
with mental health disorder needs, persons

with substance use disorder needs, individuals who are homeless, young men of color,
families with mixed immigration status,
persons with limited English proficiency and
individuals who are in county jail, in state
prison, on state parole, on county probation
or under post-release community supervision.
“We can all agree that San Bernardino
County can be ‘MORE,’ and with this in
mind, we have selected a name and a corresponding acronym which aptly conveys
our expectations for our county,” says Charlemagne-Badal, who also serves as special
advisor for health equity at LLU School of
Public Health.
Students and faculty will actively engage
members of the community with principles
of community-based participatory research
while partnering with local community
organizations such as 2-1-1 United Way,
the African American Health Coalition,

Kerry Heinrich, JD. President and
CEO of Loma Linda University
Medical Center (left), joins Beverly
Rigsby, MBA, service line director
for gynecology women’s services,
Loma Linda University Medical
Center, in welcoming attendees to
the Women’s Conference.
Congregations Organized for Prophetic
Engagement and El Sol Neighborhood Educational Center.
McField shares that “while the focus
is on outreach and enrollment efforts, the
project will explore individual-level factors
as well as systems or policy-level factors
that influence behaviors associated with
health choices, including factors influencing
decision to enroll into health plans — an
increasingly critical issue particularly in the
Continued on page 2
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Laura Ling delivers keynote at
Annual Women’s Conference
By Briana Pastorino

A

merican journalist, Laura Ling,
gave an empowering speech to
1,000 vibrant women from the
Inland Empire and beyond at Loma Linda
University Health’s 7th annual Women’s
Conference on Friday, Jan. 16 at the Ontario
Convention Center.
In an interview prior to her keynote
speech, Ling admitted, “It’s easy to put
health and wellness secondary. [The
Women’s Conference] is a necessary and
important event.” A wife and mother of two,
Ling stated, “It’s hard, but it’s important to
make the time for you.”
No stranger to Loma Linda University Health, she added, “I’m in awe of the
work Loma Linda does here and around the
world. I’m proud and privileged to be a part
of the event.”
During her speech, Ling recalled
moments from when she was held captive
in North Korea for 140 days in 2009. Ling
didn’t ever imagine she would survive.
“My time in captivity was terrifying,
but I found glimmers of humanity around
me that gave me hope,” she said, something
as simple as a butterfly outside or simple

conversation she would engage in with a
female guard. Ling stated that she had a
lot of time to reflect on her life, and once
freed, her experiences gave her the strength
to follow her passion “to shed light on the
issues in the world that need attention.”
In closing, Ling left the audience with
an empowering message, “Cherish the freedoms you have and be a strong voice to those
who need one.”
After receiving a standing ovation, Ling
later signed copies of her memoir, “Somewhere Inside: One Sister’s Captivity in
North Korea and the Other’s Fight to Bring
Her Home,” which she penned with her
sister, Lisa.
Also providing some words of wisdom
to attendees was K-FROG Radio’s Heather
Froglear, who hosted the event for the
seventh consecutive year. She said, “Magic
can happen when you get a group of passionate, inspiring women together.”
This sold-out event themed “Ready.
Set. Go Green. Think Lean.” was designed
for women of all ages seeking to be more
proactive about their health and overall
wholeness. Throughout the day women
were treated to free massages, beauty touch
ups, health information and screenings,

Following her keynote speech at the Women’s Conference on Jan. 16, Laura
Ling interacts with two guests — both with signed copies of her memoir,
“Somewhere Inside: One Sister’s Captivity in North Korea and the Other’s
Fight to Bring Her Home,” which she penned with her sister, Lisa.
breakout sessions on important topics
related to health, fitness and style, and
an afternoon keynote speech from Chef
Marla Cohen.
First-time conference attendee,
Courtney Haas of Redlands, California, experienced the day with a group of
coworkers and said the event went above
and beyond her expectations. “Everything
from the speakers, venue, meals, pampering

room, health screenings, to the breakout
sessions, the planning behind this event was
phenomenal.”
A writer herself, Haas said she was able
to relate to Ling’s way of thinking. “I think it
was truly inspiring to hear her story and see
how she has been able to continue working
and have a family even after facing death on
a daily basis during her time as a prisoner in
North Korea.”

Loma Linda University accepts what may be the world’s
largest IUD collection
By Jiggs Gallagher

R

ussel J. Thomsen, MD, originally
wanted to be a cardiologist. After
completing his undergraduate
degree with pre-medicine studies at Walla
Walla College (now Walla Walla University), he was accepted to Loma Linda University’s School of Medicine.
One day, while taking a clinical class at
nearby Riverside General Hospital, a Spanish-speaking woman went into labor and
nurses asked him to help deliver the baby.

Top photo: Russel J. Thomsen, MD,
and his wife, Tina. Bottom photo:
Thomsen spent time as a military
physician in the U.S. Army.

“I didn’t speak any Spanish, and she
didn’t speak any English,” the now-72year-old Thomsen recalls, from his home
in Washington State. “We got through the
delivery with universal hand signals and
some very good fortune.”
He turned his sights toward the idea
of becoming an obstetrician/gynecologist
(OB/GYN), and that delivery in Riverside
was the first of more than 4,000 in a 35-year
career, serving in many parts of the world.
But perhaps the most interesting thing
about Dr. Thomsen is his outstanding collection of intra-uterine devices (IUDs). Yes,
IUDs. And now he has donated what may
be the world’s largest collection of the birthcontrol devices to Loma Linda University
Health. More about that in a moment …
It all began after his graduation from
LLU, his residency in OB-GYN at LDS
Hospital in Salt Lake City, and the beginning of a career as a military physician in the
U.S. Army, stationed at Ft. Polk, Louisiana.
As a gynecologist in the early 1970s,
Thomsen began to see a pattern of problems with a certain brand of IUDs, the
Dalkon Shield (a product of A.H. Robins,
a Virginia-based pharmaceutical corporation previously known more for making
over-the-counter cold remedies and other
consumer products). It was invented by a
professor at Johns Hopkins University in
Baltimore in 1970.
In time, the new device began to rival
“the Pill” as a method of birth control.
However, some women who used the
product experienced life-threatening perforations of the uterus, as well as bacterial
growth, causing what Thomsen called
massive pelvic infections.
The doctor took it on himself to research
the product, and he began writing letters to
Robins, asking them to look into problems
with the Dalkon Shield. He never got a reply
from the company, despite repeated efforts.
A few months later, a Congressional
aide named Gil Goldhammer called him
at Ft. Polk and said he had seen copies of
Thomsen’s letters to the Robins Company.
Goldhammer invited him to come to Washington to testify as an expert witness at
upcoming hearings on the Dalkon Shield.

School of Medicine alumnus Russel J. Thomsen, MD, displays some of
his intra-uterine device (IUD) collection that he donated to Loma Linda
University. His collection may be the largest of its kind in the world.
“I’m not an expert,” Thomsen replied to
the Congressional aide. “In fact, I began my
medical career in the Army just a few years
ago.” He was also afraid his military superiors would be angry with him for going
public with his accusations. But Goldhammer decided to issue a subpoena, which
made Thomson more comfortable about
taking the bold step, as it would have been
against the law to ignore the subpoena. The
aide then countered with a line that would
change the young doctor’s life: “As soon as

you testify, you will be the expert!”
Thomsen came to Washington and was
told he would have 10 minutes to make his
opening statement to the committee, and
perhaps a few more minutes to answer their
questions. However, once he got rolling, the
session lasted from 10:00 a.m. to the end of
the day’s testimony.
“I opened my remarks by saying I suspected the men on the committee (they
were all men, in those days) were probably
Continued next page

School of Public Health receives $1.158
million to improve health …
Continued from page 1
context of the Affordable Care Act.”
Another unique feature is the collaboration with a historical coalition of San
Bernardino County departments and agencies, including the Department of Public
Health, Department of Behavioral Health,
Arrowhead Regional Medical Center, Probation Department, Sheriff’s Department
and Transitional Assistance Department.
SBC-MORE was developed in the
context of the reorganization of LLU School
of Public Health into multi-disciplinary
academic centers focused on regional health
equity. Charlemagne-Badal and McField

are affiliated with the Center for Leadership in Health Systems, but SBC-MORE
was designed to involve at least two School
of Public Health centers, as Samuel Soret,
PhD, executive director of the school’s
Center for Community Resilience, will have
a role for program evaluation.
“We are very proud of the outstanding
team and the equally outstanding proposal,”
says Anthony J. Zuccarelli, PhD, associate
vice president for research affairs.
SBC-MORE stems from the commitment of Loma Linda University Health to
build sustainable community partnerships
and actively promote health and wellness.
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‘Baby Moses’ visits Loma Linda University Health
By Larry Kidder

M

Eddie Anguiano, first to receive an
infant-to-infant heart transplant
by Leonard L. Bailey, MD, holds a
childhood photo.

Loma Linda
University accepts
world’s largest
IUD collection …

Continued from previous page
unfamiliar with what an intra-uterine device
was, and why there might be a problem
with this particular one,” Thomsen recalls.
“Their blank stares told me I was right.”
He explained how the device worked to
prevent pregnancy, and how he suspected
problems had developed with the Robins
model. He then detailed how the string which
is used to remove the device from the uterus
was serving as a wick, becoming a conduit for
bacteria from the vagina to the uterus, causing
massive pelvic infections that sometimes
resulted in death in as little as 48 hours.
Thomsen had addressed these issues in
his many letters to the Robins Company
in Richmond, Virginia, with no response.
Now that the spotlight of national attention was drawn to the problem, there was
an almost instantaneous reaction.
“Newsweek Magazine interviewed
me as soon as I left the committee room,”
Thomsen says. “And A.H. Robins’ stock
dropped 50 percent in value by the close of
trading the same day.”
Thomsen’s testimony resulted in further
testimony before Massachusetts Senator
Ted Kennedy’s committee, and his consultation on a 1976 federal law regulating
medical devices.
“I believe many thousands of lives have
been saved as a result of that law being
passed,” Thomsen says.
As he sat in that original committee,
waiting to testify, a lawyer for the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) sat next to
him, and asked if he would like to see something. “He handed me an older intra-uterine
device, and asked me if I would like to have
it,” Thomsen says. “It intrigued me, because
I hadn’t seen one of this specific type before. I
told him, thank you, I will keep it.”
That chance encounter launched
Thomsen on a lifetime of collecting rare and
unusual examples of the device from around
the world. This is how his extensive collection got its start.
Some of the names of his collected IUDs
include the Russian Cross, the Graffenberg Ring, the Heart Device, the Copper
T 380-A, the multi-load, and the Shanghai
Triangle (a Chinese copper device).
One interestingly named brand was
called the LEM, named for the Lunar
Excursion Model, which took NASA
Apollo astronauts from their spacecraft
to the surface of the moon. The name was
applied because the device looked like a

ost people today may not know
about the 29-year-old “Baby
Moses.” No, this isn’t the baby
who floated among the bulrushes of the Nile.
Rather, Baby Moses is the name coined
for the first infant to receive an infant-toinfant heart transplant back in 1985. The
name was a way to protect his identity.
Baby Moses, now a young adult, is actually Eddie Anguiano. He and his mother,
Maria, live in the Las Vegas area. Both
stopped by Loma Linda University Children’s Hospital on Tuesday, Dec. 9, on the
way to visit Maria Anguiano’s sister and
attend a niece’s graduation.
A group of individuals primarily from

Loma Linda University Transplantation
Institute and Loma Linda University Children’s Hospital gathered for an informal
reunion. Anguiano, an outgoing and engaging young man who works at Opportunity
Village in Las Vegas and loves to walk his
dog, Luna, was thrilled to see his friends at
Loma Linda.
The highlight was a quick visit with
Leonard L. Bailey, MD, chief of cardiothoracic surgery and pioneer in infant heart
transplantation, who saved his life in 1985.
Bailey had a few minutes to spare between
his Tuesday surgery cases.
Eddie Anguiano was born November
16, 1985. Today, he is the longest-surviving individual to receive a new heart as a
newborn. His transplanted heart, donated

by the family of an infant in the San Francisco Bay area, still pumps in his chest.
Anguiano was born with hypoplastic left
heart syndrome, a condition where the left
ventricle of the heart is severely underdeveloped. Without Bailey’s intervention, he
would likely have died within a week or two.
The connection between Anguiano and
Bailey is unmistakable. “You are looking
well,” Bailey said after they exchanged a
warm hug. Bailey picked up one of a collection of enlarged photos showing Anguiano
as a baby and toddler.
“You were so cute,” Bailey laughed.
Anguiano replied, within a heartbeat, “Now
look what happened to me.” His friends at
LLU Children’s Hospital were delighted
with his response.

Potential students plan their dreams at
Loma Linda University open house
By Heather Reifsnyder

L

ooking back, professionals often
remember the moment their dreams
for a future career were solidified.
For hundreds of individuals at the beginning
of professional life, their moment may have
come on Jan. 25 when they attended Loma
Linda University’s 10th annual open house.
The approximate 1,800 guests — potential students and their families — arrived at
the Centennial Complex, toured the Medical
Simulation Center and campus, and had the
option to attend financial aid seminars.
Awaiting them next was a helicopter
landing on the campus mall. The chopper
was a Mercy Air medical transporter, and
riding in on it was Roger Hadley, MD, dean
of the School of Medicine.
After guests checked out the helicopter
and learned about emergency air service,
they went into Loma Linda University
Church to hear inspirational presentations
from Dean Hadley as well as Distinguished
Professor Leonard Bailey, MD, from the
School of Medicine. Bailey pioneered infant
heart transplantation.
He spoke of his professional journey and
about finding one’s destiny, while Hadley
talked about changes in health care education and the importance of all health care
disciplines working together.
Lunch and a K-9 security demonstration
followed, after which the guests dispersed
to learn about their career interests. Loma
Linda University offers more than 200 programs, which were all represented through
dozens of sessions. Prospective students
could select two sessions to learn about
health care disciplines of interest to them.
About 100 current LLU students volunteered for the day. According to Stephanie
Larsen, planner of the open house, “Every
year, some volunteers say, ‘I was a prospective student last year, and now I’m
volunteering because it’s such a great day.’”

little depiction of the LEM.
Thomsen’s IUD collection continued to
grow as he and his wife, Tina, traveled and
worked around the world in his career as an
Army OB-GYN. After his retirement from
the Army in 1994, he and his wife moved
to rural Washington State. He continued
to serve in the Army Reserve for a period
of time. He also did “guest work” as a physician, delivering babies at the Bremerton,
Washington, Naval Hospital.
Meanwhile, his IUD collection had
grown so large he had to renovate part of
his house and add a large room to properly
display all of the devices, each enclosed in
a picture-box frame with a written description and background information.

Potential students interested in allied health careers follow a Loma Linda
University volunteer to a session to learn more. Guests at the open house
had dozens of information sessions to choose from representing all the
different health care disciplines.

A Mercy Air medical transport helicopter on the lawn draws a crowd.
She adds, “It’s a day where students can
get a true sense of Loma Linda University and
what they can expect as a student. It makes

many feel that ‘This is where I want to be.’”
A Mercy Air helicopter greeted guests at
the open house.

“My wife and I have decided that this
important collection should not be left
simply to the care of us and our family.
There are lessons to be learned, and study
that can benefit future physicians and historians of medicine. That was our motivation
in donating it to my alma mater, Loma
Linda University School of Medicine.”
The university’s leadership, including
School of Medicine Dean Roger Hadley,
MD, and Loma Linda University Health
President Richard H. Hart, MD, DrPH,
agree. “On behalf of Loma Linda University Health, I’m pleased to accept Dr.
Thomsen’s generous gift,” says Hart. “This
collection will be curated and displayed to
generations of future medical and health

professional students, and for the education
of the general public. We are so pleased he
has chosen us to care for this legacy.”
Melissa Kidder, MD, chair of the
OB-GYN department in the School of
Medicine, is looking forward to using this
resource in her work, as well as a collection
of papers and an autobiographical account
of Russel Thomsen’s life and work.
“These items will be invaluable to us in
our teaching and research,” Kidder says.
“I hope both OB-GYN and public
health students will be able to study this
collection,” Thomsen says. “I would like to
see it become a part of the teaching process,
and I also hope working medical professionals will learn some precious history from it.”
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Anaheim Ducks donate $20,000
to support cancer services
By Calvin Naito

A

s part of an ongoing partnership,
the Anaheim Ducks presented
Loma Linda University Health
with a $20,000 donation on Dec. 17 to
support patient services provided by the
Loma Linda University Cancer Center.
The funds were raised by the National
Hockey League (NHL) club, Anaheim
Ducks players, and fans through “Hockey
Fights Cancer” night on Oct. 22, which
included the sale of miniature hockey sticks
signed by players and an in-game auction of
Ducks memorabilia.
“We are thankful to the Anaheim Ducks
for their continuing help in raising cancer

awareness and providing valuable funding
that will augment our efforts to provide
quality and compassionate care to our
cancer patients,” said Judy Chatigny, MSN,
executive director of the center. “We value
our partnership with the Ducks and hope it
will continue for many more years.”
The “Hockey Fights Cancer” night is
part of the NHL’s ongoing initiative to raise
support and awareness for one of hockey’s
most important fights.
With lavender serving as the official
“Hockey Fights Cancer” color (representing awareness for all types of cancers), the
first 3,000 fans who arrived at the Oct. 22
game received lavender ribbons to wear for

the game. Fans also had the opportunity to
obtain “I Fight For” cards, which they used
to fill in the name of loved ones who have
been affected by cancer.
During the game, there was a special
moment of recognition, in which attendees
held up their “I Fight For” cards to honor
the person they knew battling the disease.
“Virtually everyone has been touched
by cancer or knows someone who has been

affected by it,” said Graham Siderius, corporate partnership director for the Anaheim
Ducks. “We know about the outstanding
clinical and support services delivered by the
Loma Linda University Cancer Center.”
He continues, “The center has challenging work, and it is an indispensable
resource for stricken patients. The Ducks
and their fans are pleased to do our part to
assist the effort.”

School of Medicine develops
pathologists’ assistant program
Contributed Report

A

t its Dec. 10, 2014, meeting, the
Loma Linda University Board of
Directors approved the development of a pathologists’ assistant program in
the School of Medicine.
Pathologists’ assistants are mid-level
allied health professionals, similar to physicians’ assistants. The pathologists’ assistant
works in surgical and autopsy pathology
laboratories.
Due to shifting demographics among
the population of pathologists, as well as
increasing access to medical services in the
changing health care landscape, there is a
looming shortage of pathologists, making
utilization of mid-level practitioners in the
field of pathology increasingly important.
The pathologists’ assistant program
offers a two-year, full-time master’s degree
in pathology.
The first year is primarily didactic, with
some “hands-on” in rotations in histology,
surgical and autopsy pathology.
The second year consists of clinical
rotations throughout Southern California. Students will be prepared to excel at
the American Society of Clinical Pathology (ASCP) national certification exam.
The program resides in the School of
Medicine’s department of pathology, overseen by Paul Herrmann, MD, chair of
pathology and anatomy.
Pathologists’ assistant Cherie Germain,
MHS, joins Loma Linda University School
of Medicine as director of the new pathologists’ assistant program.
Formerly program director at the West
Virginia University School of Medicine’s
pathologists’ assistant program, Germain is
also president of the program directors’ board
for the American Association of Pathologists’ Assistants. She is also lead educator
for pathologists’ assistants for the National
Accrediting Agency for Clinical Laboratory
Sciences, accrediting body of clinical laboratory sciences training programs.
Jeremy Deisch, MD, a neuropathologist
in the department of pathology and anatomy,
serves as the program’s medical director.
“This is an interesting and exciting career
path for someone interested in medicine
who enjoys ‘hands-on’ work,” says Germain,
“but not necessarily patient contact.”
She continues, “I’ve never met a pathologists’ assistant who didn’t enjoy the work
that we do.
“I’m excited to begin the program here
at the beautiful facilities that Loma Linda
University offers,” Germain shares. “It will
be wonderful for our students.”
The Loma Linda University School of
Medicine pathologists’ assistant program

will begin this coming September, with 10
to 12 students.
Applications will become available in
February.
For more information about the new
pathologists’ assistant program, please visit
the website at:
www.llu.edu.medicinepathologists-assistant

The Anaheim Ducks Donate $20,000 to Loma Linda University Health to
Support Cancer Services. Pictured, from left to right, from the Anaheim
Ducks organization are Christian Young, corporate partnership activation
coordinator and Graham Siderius, corporate partnership director. Joining
them from the Loma Linda University Cancer Center are Judy Chatigny,
MSN, executive director; Mark Reeves, MD, medical director; and Lexine
Thall, director of patient care.
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Adventist Hospital and GHI site
in Malaysia receives ‘Gold’ from
World Health Organization
Courtney Beckwith Haas

P
Penang Adventist Hospital employees participate in a spin class as part
of their efforts to promote healthy living. The hospital has been awarded
“Gold” status as a health-promoting hospital by the World Health Organization, after participating in a 12-month program emphasizing lifestyle
modification and disease prevention at hospitals around the world.

enang Adventist Hospital (PAH),
in Malaysia, was recently awarded
“Gold” status by the World
Health Organization (WHO) in their
effort to make PAH a health-promoting
hospital (HPH).
The hospital is a Loma Linda University
Global Health Institute (GHI) site and has
several LLU graduates working there.
In January 2013, PAH became a
member of the HPH network, but this
recognition was not awarded until 12
months later after they had completed
a clinical trial in collaboration with the
WHO’s plan to emphasize lifestyle modification and disease prevention in hospitals
throughout the world.

The research consisted of implementing
clinical health promotion services in one
department of choice within the hospital.
The department chosen for the program at
PAH was the Adventist Lifestyle Center.
The HPH network was initiated by
WHO in the late 1990s, with the primary
objective of making hospitals into leaders
of health promotion.
The rationale behind this is that, to
better treat and manage chronic diseases,
hospitals need to incorporate elements of
health promotion in the treatment.
There are currently 900 hospitals in the
HPH network, but PAH is one of the 47
clinical departments in the world to participate in this global research project.
PAH incorporated this strategy into
their Adventist Lifestyle Center, specifically
the staff clinic. Their goal was to prevent
chronic disease and reduce disease complications by encouraging staff to incorporate
lifestyle changes into their existing medical
care plan.
The research project began Oct. 1, 2013
and ended Sept. 30, 2014. Within this
time span they created systematic health
promotion programs and activities for the
employees at the hospital, as well as conducting specific programs for certain high
risk groups such as obese and overweight
individuals.
To gauge this project and its effectiveness
throughout the year, PAH held pre- and
post-health assessments for every health
campaign conducted.
Within these assessments they measured awareness, perception, participation,
weight loss and prevalence of disease among
staff, and in each area saw improvements.
Upon completion of the clinical research
project, PAH underwent a two-day audit
with a team of HPH-WHO personnel and
was found to be in 100 percent compliance
with all 152 health promotion indicators.
Yen Ang, consultant and lifestyle intervention director of the Adventist Lifestyle
Center, comments on the achievement,
saying, “Yes, it is 100 percent compliance; no
cooking of data whatsoever. We got gold!”
This achievement makes PAH the first
and only hospital in Malaysia to collaborate
with the WHO on a project and achieve
compliance with the dictated standards.
In addition, it also places Malaysia as one
of the 10 countries in the world to collaborate with the WHO in its global research
project in the area of Clinical Health
Promotion.
“It’s exciting to be given the opportunity
to help position our Adventist hospital in
Malaysia as a pioneer in the area of clinical
health promotion,” Ang says.
She goes on to add that this success is, in
part, due to the training that she and others
at Penang Adventist Hospital learned from
the experiences and training they received
at Loma Linda University.
“I’m an LLU graduate, so you may say
I’m biased,” Ang said. “But I truly believe
LLU produces great workers who believe in
wholistic care.”
This achievement showcases the wholistic work that is being done in Malaysia
through this hospital and its staff.
“Rome was not built in one day, but
it must start somewhere, and I pray with
God’s help, Penang Adventist Hospital will
and must take the lead,” Ang says.
She continues, “We are exuberant, and
feel a tremendous sense of pride in what
we do and have achieved. But we are most
thankful to the top management and leadership of PAH who gave us permission to
do what we needed to do.”
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U.S. Army research coordinator and LLU alumnus visits campus
By Jiggs Gallagher

C

ol. Dallas Hack, MD, senior medical
advisor to the principal assistant
for research and technology at the
U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel
Command in Ft. Detrick, Maryland, visited
Loma Linda University Health recently.
He came to tour the James M. Slater, MD,
Proton Treatment and Research Center and
other facilities, as well as to address members
of the University Leadership Council.
Col. Hack is an alumnus of the Loma
Linda University School of Medicine, class
of 1976. He supervises a national budget for
research on brain trauma and rehabilitation
in excess of $30 billion.
A staff writer for LLUH Today asked
him about his impressions of Loma Linda
University Health.

What was your impression of our
Proton Center?
Col. Hack: “The Proton Center is even
more impressive in person than I imagined
from following its development through the
literature and news releases. I applaud Dr.
James Slater and the LLU team in pulling
together a national effort in an entirely new
treatment modality that has benefited thousands of patients and is now being deployed
throughout the country.”
What do you think about the center’s plan
to acquire an active beam system to add to
the current passive beam treatment?
Col. Hack: “The active beam system will
enable the use of proton therapy to treat

a wider range of problems, such as larger
tumors with more complex geometries.”
What areas of research do you think will
the Proton Center conduct in the future?
Col. Hack: “An exciting new area of
research will involve the use of proton
therapy in non-cancer areas such as precision ablation of chronic pain pathways in the
dorsal root of the spinal cord. This potential
precision approach could be applied to a
number of additional conditions.”
How does the U.S. Army work with private
institutions such as Loma Linda University
Health to conduct research?

Col. Hack: “The military is the second
largest funder of medical research in the
nation, mostly at non-military academic
and civilian facilities.
“Our military has provided funding
for research at Loma Linda over the years,
including significant funding for the Proton
Treatment and Research Center.”
Do you see future areas of collaboration
with us on research?
Col. Hack: “That is the main reason for
visiting Loma Linda as a representative of
the U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command. Military medical research
needs have much in common with civilian

F

rom March 9 to 11, the Healthy
People in Healthy Communities
conference will examine strategies
for how women and men can better become
active, boost their happiness, be connected
with the community and achieve better
health in the workplace.
“Issues relating to activity and happiness
are some of the most important community,

Would you like to add anything else?
Col. Hack: “I am honored to be an
alumnus of Loma Linda University School
of Medicine and pleased to see the evolution
of the university as an internationally recognized center of medical excellence.”

Left photo: Col. Dallas Hack, research coordinator for the U.S. Army, visited Loma Linda University Health to
meet with university and medical center administrators. Col. Hack, center, in uniform, is a 1976 graduate of the
Loma Linda University School of Medicine. Right photo: As part of his visit, he was given a tour of the James M.
Slater, MD, Proton Treatment and Research Center. With him are, from left to right: Andrew Wroe, PhD, associate professor of radiation medicine (demonstrating treatment gantry equipment); Col. Hack; Steve Jacobs,
consultant, Loma Linda University Health; James M. Slater, MD, FACR, pioneer in proton treatment, and vice
chair and professor, department of radiation medicine; and Jerry D. Slater, MD, chair, department of radiation
medicine. By Jiggs Gallagher and Larry Kidder

Healthy People in Healthy Communities 2015
will look at ways to ‘Actively Live Your Best Life’
By Heather Reifsnyder

needs and topic areas include medical simulation, infectious disease, preventive and
environmental care, psychological health,
trauma care, brain injury, radiation exposure, rehabilitation, and regenerative
medicine. Understanding the capabilities of
the university and providing information on
mechanisms for collaboration were goals of
the site visit.”

business and personal health issues facing
Americans today,” says Krystal Gheen,
MPH, conference planner and instructor
of public health nutrition, Loma Linda University School of Public Health.
The purpose of the annual Healthy People
in Healthy Communities conference, hosted
by the School of Public Health, is to promote
better health through a multidisciplinary
understanding of the effects of lifestyle and
the built environment on human wellness.

This year’s conference — the 42nd annual
— will be hosted by lifestyle physician Chidi
Ngwaba, MD, a leading health expert in
Europe. He will also deliver the opening
plenary session March 9, setting the conference’s tone by showing how unhealthy the
world has become, then demonstrating how
innovation can effectively address this.
Two keynote addresses will be delivered.
Robert Sallis, MD, will offer “Exercise is
Medicine: Merging Fitness with Health

Care” on March 10. “Exercise is Medicine”
is a joint initiative that Sallis chairs for the
American Medical Association and American College of Sports Medicine, the latter
organization of which he is a past president.
Sallis is also a practicing family physician
with Kaiser Permanente.
The March 11 keynote address — “Blue
Zones: Secrets of a Long Life” — will be
delivered by Nick Buettner. He will offer
a science-backed blueprint for adding 12
years of life for the average American.
Buettner is the community and corporate
program director at Blue Zones, LLC.
Continued next page
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Loma Linda University Health has reached an estimated
1.1 million area residents through Covered California grant
By Nancy Yuen

I

n March 2015, five years will have
passed since President Barack Obama
signed the Affordable Care Act into
law. Major provisions of the law went into
effect Jan. 1, 2014.
Reaching the nearly 7 million California
residents who didn’t have health insurance
in 2010 — many who became eligible for
insurance for the first time under the new
law — was a formidable task.
California’s health care insurance
exchange as it relates to the Affordable
Care Act is called Covered California.
In addition to providing a method for the
state’s residents to sign up for private health

insurance, Covered California encompasses
several other initiatives including outreach
and education.
In 2013, Loma Linda University Health
was awarded a $990,000 grant which
funded outreach and education about
health insurance available to residents
of California through a train-the-trainer
model. The grant, awarded by Covered
California and administered through the
Loma Linda University Institute for Health
Policy and Leadership, has been extended
through Feb. 28.
According to Gerald Winslow, PhD,
director, Institute for Health Policy and
Leadership, attendance reports from Loma
Linda University Health’s ‘Spotlights

on Reform’ provider education sessions,
individuals who have received training
include: primary care and specialist physicians; oral care professionals; health care
administration and management leaders;
nurses and nurse practitioners; physical
therapists; medical students and residents;
public health and allied health students and
department heads and case managers.
“As these professionals learn more
about Covered California,” says Winslow,
“they are in an ongoing position to reach
out and educate their patients on the new
insurance marketplace and other provisions of the law. Based on this information,
more than 600 educated providers have
had the potential reach to more than 1.1

Gerald Winslow, PhD, director, Loma Linda University Health Institute for Health Policy and Leadership, leads an
open question and answer session about the Affordable Care Act and its impact on health care providers.

‘Actively Live Your Best Life’ …
Continued from previous page
A special session will be offered by
Karyn Buxman, MSN, on “Achieving
Success, Significance and Happiness:
Lead with Laughter.” Buxman is an internationally renowned speaker and author
specializing in achieving peak health and
performance through neuroscience.
Another important address will be
delivered by Charles Raison, MD, titled
“Compassion as a Path to Health and Happiness: Brain and Body.” Raison is professor
of psychiatry and professor of integrative
mental health at the University of Arizona,

founding director of that university’s Center
for Compassion Studies, a researcher on
treatment for stress-related emotional and
physical conditions, and the mental health
expert for CNN.com.
A special lunch for alumni of the School
of Public Health will take place March 10.
More information on the program and
speakers is available at www.healthypeople
conference.org. Registration, which includes
up to 15.5 continuing education credits, is also
available on the website. General registration
costs $299. School of Public Health alumni
pay $249, and students can register for $99.

million patients in our region in 2014.”
Working with the Community Clinic
Association of San Bernardino County
(CCASBC), other essential supporters, and
more recently El Sol Neighborhood Education Center, one-on-one training took place
in member clinics of CCASBC, community
benefit departments, faith communities and
community events including market nights,
among others.
“Through December 2014,” says Sendy
Sanchez, CCASBC program manager,
“more than 25,000 individual encounters
have been made at events, libraries and
schools through the work of the Community Clinic Association of San Bernardino
County and El Sol Neighborhood
Education Center. As we spent time connecting with our community, we witnessed
a transformation in the culture of health
insurance. I have seen an increased number
of individuals interested in learning more
about Covered California, particularly
the preventive care options offered which
will hopefully in the long run make people
healthier since they are taking ownership
and being proactive about their health.”
Sanchez was surprised to meet many
individuals who had been eligible for health
coverage before the Affordable Care Act
became law. “I am happy that they sought
out more information,” she says, “and that
they will be covered now.”
Because of these and many other collaborative efforts, hundreds of thousands
of citizens in the Inland Empire — the
primary service area for Loma Linda University Health — now have the security of
new health care coverage.

Music at the Market comes to
Loma Linda University Health
Contributed Report

A

new concert series began in January
called Music at the Market. Featuring local and student musicians,
Music at the Market turns up the beat every
first and third Tuesday of the month from
5–7:30 p.m. at Loma Linda Farmer’s Market.
Market night takes place each week on
Tuesdays and is located at the campus plaza
on the corner of Anderson and Mound Streets
in front of the Councilors Student Pavilion.
Music at the Market provides student
and local musicians with the opportunity
to share their talents with the Loma Linda

University Health campus and the community. A great event for the whole family, the
market is the place to enjoy new, healthful
and delicious market night eats; explore local
fare or choose from locally grown farm-fresh
fruits and vegetables.
Email Nancy Blaire at nblaire@llu.edu,
or call 909-558-4000, ext. 48171, to learn
more about bringing your talent to the stage.
Music at the Market is presented by
Loma Linda University Health Wholeness Institute, Institute for Community
Partnerships, Campus Store and Printing
Services, in partnership with the Loma
Linda Chamber of Commerce.
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New vending machine options will support wholeness
By Larry Kidder

I

t’s been more than a year in the planning: Loma Linda University Health
will be changing its vending machines
to reflect the emphasis on wholeness,
embodied in the “Live It” campaign.
“In our commitment to whole health and
well-being,” says Daniel Fontoura, MBA,
vice president for wholeness, “we have
selected a vendor specializing in healthy
snacks and beverages.”
Over the past year, a cross-section of
Loma Linda University Health nutrition
experts and leaders have taken part in

creating dietary criteria, listening to presentations by vendors, sampling their products,
and ultimately recommending a single
vendor for the entire organization.
“From late January to March, we will
be transitioning,” explains Fontoura. “The
vendor already serves several Loma Linda
University Health sites, and going to a
single vendor will provide better consistency and lower pricing of healthy vended
products for the campus.”
Fontoura continues, “We know these are
small changes, but hopefully they are ones
that will make it easier for you to ‘Live It’
Continued on page 11

Nichol Hall Challenge part of Heart Health Month celebration
Contributed Report

I

f you begin to notice more “foot traffic” in
the month of February, feel free to walk
along. It is after all, Heart Health month.
To challenge students, staff and faculty
to increase their activity levels, both the
Loma Linda University School of Allied
Health Professions (SAHP) and School
of Public Health (SPH) are competing in a
fitness challenge during February.
“Each school will ‘travel’ from LLU to the
birthplace of Francis D. Nichol, after whom
our building is named,” explains Janelle M.
Guerrero, MS, assistant professor of cardiopulmonary sciences in the School of Allied
Health Professions. “Our virtual journey
will take us to his birthplace in Thirlmere,
New South Wales, Australia.”
According to Guerrero, Francis D.
Nichol was born into a Seventh-day Adventist home on Valentine’s Day in 1897.
When he was 8 years old, his family made a
pilgrimage to Loma Linda. Nichol spent his
younger years in what was then the Loma
Linda Sanitarium. While there, he was
known to push Ellen G. White around the
grounds in a wheelchair.
A graduate of Pacific Union College,
Nichol received his bachelor’s degree in theology in 1920. His editorial career spanned
50 years. He wrote innumerable editorials,
articles and dozens of books.
“Nichol had a keen interest in medical
work and healthy living,” Guerrero continues, “though his soul-consuming devotion
was to God.” He was known for his vast
vocabulary and immense intellect. His compassion and concern for others was a part of
his very being.
Nichol was described as a devoted
husband, father, grandfather and dearly
beloved by all who knew him. His unexpected and untimely death at age 69
resulted from an aortic tear, thought to be
caused by a traumatic fall that happened
months prior.
In a tribute to Francis D. Nichol,
Kenneth Wood wrote, “It takes but dim
eyesight to see clearly that he was a great
and good man. He was great in physical
vigor, great in intellect, great in human
emotions, great in deep convictions. And all
that was great about him he dedicated to the
Advent cause.”
“It is with tremendous honor that
we dedicate our first fitness challenge to
Francis D. Nichol,” Guerrero announces.
“On February 2, the Nichol Hall Challenge
will kick off in the Nichol Hall rotunda at
12:00 noon.”
Ronald Carter, PhD, provost of Loma
Linda University and interim dean of
the School of Public Health, and Craig
Jackson, JD, MSW, dean of the LLU
School of Allied Health Professions, will
be on hand for the event.
The NH Challenge is open to students,
staff and faculty of both schools. To register for the challenge, visit myllu.llu.edu/

nicholhallchallenge/register, select your
team (SAHP or SPH), choose your fitness
level (beginner, intermediate, or advanced),
and start your exercise training.
Step counts and minutes of exercise are
converted into “virtual miles,” which are
used to calculate the distance traveled by
each school during February.
“For each school, the number of total
miles will be divided by the number of
participants to obtain the ‘average virtual
mileage,’” Guerrero details. “When your

steps and minutes are entered, it will show
how much you have contributed to your
team and how far the team has traveled.”
A map will be displayed in Nichol Hall
rotunda throughout the duration of the
challenge, indicating the progress of both
teams. The first team to arrive at Thirlmere,
Australia, wins. Other awards will be based
on participation percentages and the most
individual virtual miles.
Heart-healthy events during the month
of February will include:

 Feb. 2: Nichol Hall Challenge Kick-off,
12:00 noon, NH rotunda,
#NHChallenge #NHCSAHP
#NHCSPH
 Feb. 3: “Lunch Power” with Hildemar
Dos Santos, MD, DrPH, 12:00 noon to
12:30 p.m., NH 1609
 Feb. 5: SAHP Student Go Red Day:
craziest red outfit contest with prizes;
“selfie” wall is located between NH
1923 and NH 1927 in cardiopulmonary
Continued next page
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Zipcar brings car sharing to
Loma Linda University Health
By Nancy Yuen

L
During the Jan. 7 launch, Juan Carlos Belliard, PhD, assistant vice president, community partnerships and diversity, and graduate student
Ladi Khoddam inspect one of the new Zipcars that are on the Loma
Linda campus.

oma Linda University (LLU) students leaving chapel on Wednesday,
Jan. 8, were given the opportunity to
learn about Zipcar, a car-sharing program
that is now available on the Loma Linda
University Health campus.
During the Zipcar launch, representatives from Loma Linda University Health
and Zipcar were present at a booth in front of
Magan Hall. Students and other passersby
stopped by to see the cars now available, ask
questions, and sign up for Zipcar.
According to Juan Carlos Belliard, PhD,
assistant vice president, community partnerships and diversity, “Transportation

without having to buy a car just became
easier.” Led by graduate student Ladi
Khoddam, Loma Linda University students
signed a petition asking that the service be
made available at Loma Linda University
Health so they can more easily participate
in off-campus service opportunities.
“Zipcar is growing in popularity in other
cities,” says Belliard, “and while it is a novel
idea, especially in our area, to share a car
instead of owning one, nearby universities have begun offering the service. As we
examined the idea, we decided our campus
is well-suited for it.”
According to Rodney Neal, MBA, LLU
senior vice president, financial affairs, “There
are many foreign and out-of-state students
who don’t own cars. This service will help
meet this need while also encouraging the ride
share aspect of environmental stewardship.”
Seventy-five of 100 free one-year memberships are still available for Loma Linda
University Health faculty, students and
staff of Loma Linda University Health.
Departments may also sign up.
Zipcar representatives were also on
campus to answer questions and assist
with signups on Jan. 14 after chapel service
during the university’s Lunch on the Lawn,
as well as at the student center.
The cost for Loma Linda University
Health students, faculty and staff is $25 for
the first year plus an hourly fee. Members
share the cars with rates beginning at $7.50
per hour ($69 per day). Gas, insurance, and up
to 180 miles are included in these rates, and
cars can be reserved up to one year in advance.
Loma Linda University Health students,
faculty and staff may join Zipcar at zipcar.
com/llu.

Nichol Hall
Challenge …
Continued from previous page
sciences hallway
#LLUGoRed #SAHPGoRed #LLU
GoRed #SAHPGoRed #IEGoRed
 Feb. 6: National Go Red Day
#LLUGoRed #SAHPGoRed
#IEGoRed
 Feb. 11: Wil Alexander Wholeness
Series Workshop “The Sitting Disease,”
Ernie Medina Jr., DrPH, 5:00 to 5:50
p.m., Centennial Complex Damazo
Amphitheater
 Feb. 12: “Pathology of Love” social
event by School of Public Health, 6:00
p.m., Councilors Student Pavilion.
Proceeds to YouthHope, a non-profit
organization that provides services to
youth residing in the city of Redlands
and from the surrounding areas of the
Inland Empire
 Feb. 13: “Heart Healthy Cooking
Demo with Chef Cory Gheen and Students,” 12:00 noon to 1:00 p.m.,
NH Kitchen
 Feb. 14/15: Softball “Winter Slam”
Tournament, Drayson Center, seven
schools participating (sign up now)
 Feb. 20: “Burpee Your Heart OUT”
fitness contest with prizes. Join Charles
Rollins at 2:00 p.m.,
Drayson Center
 Feb. 23: “Know Your Risk” seminar
with Janelle Guerrero and Lindsey
Simpson, 12:00 noon to
1:00 p.m., NH A911
 Feb. 26: “Blood Drive,” 12:00 noon to
6:00 p.m., Drayson Center
 Feb. 27: Nichol Hall Challenge Finale
(watch for announcements)
#NHChallenge #NHCSAHP
#NHCSPH
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Stater Bros. Charities donates $150,000 to
Children’s Hospital through K-FROG Radiothon
By Jiggs Gallagher

S

tater Bros. Charities presented a
check for $150,000 to officials from
LLU Children’s Hospital on Dec. 30.
The amount was the market charities’

presenting sponsorship of the 13th Annual
Stater Bros. Charities K-Froggers for Kids
Radiothon, held at Bass Pro Shop at Victoria Gardens in Rancho Cucamonga on
December 3 and 4.
The event on radio station K-FROG FM

Campus construction updates
By Heather Reifsnyder

S

everal construction projects at Loma
Linda University Health are soon
finishing, and others are in the works.
Here are some updates.

lobby to increase its earthquake capacity
began in Nov. 2014. Construction crews are
working as quickly as they can while also
trying to minimize noise disturbance.
The work in the lobby should finish in
early summer, with work continuing on the
second floor through midsummer.
New patient parking garage
In March, work will begin on a new
patient parking garage in preparation for
building the new hospital. This new garage
will be located at the corner of Barton Road
and Campus Street. Completion is scheduled for March of 2016.
The new hospital, slated to open in 2020,
will be located in the current patient parking
lot east of the existing Medical Center and
Children’s Hospital.

Business Center
The Business Center (home of the Councilors Student Pavilion and the Welcome
Center) has been undergoing an exterior
renovation since late October to make the
south end of the building match the north.
Work includes replacing windows,
updating trim, rebuilding some of the sidewalks, and adding planters.
The project is scheduled for completion
by the end of March.
Pipeline between LLU Power Plant and
thermal-energy storage tank
Since August, workers have been constructing a new pipeline between the power
plant and the thermal-energy storage tank.
The new pipeline has a 30-inch diameter.
This has involved opening trenches along
Anderson Street and installing new chilled
water pipes between the two facilities.
The first two phases of this have been
closed, and the third section that remains
open by the power plant and School of
Dentistry should be completed by the
middle of February.
This project will allow chilled water
generated at night at the chiller plant to be
stored in the thermal-energy storage tank
and circulated during the day to help cool
campus buildings. The next phase is to
expand the chiller system for cooling water;
administration is currently reviewing construction plans.
Water wells
Loma Linda University Health has been
increasing self-reliance by creating new
water wells, the fourth of which has been
drilled and is awaiting its custom-made pipe
and other equipment.
Located near the San Timoteo wash and
Anderson Street, the new well should be
bringing up water by the end of March.
LLU Medical Center outpatient pharmacy
The outpatient pharmacy at Loma Linda
University Medical Center is being relocated to the lobby.
Construction at the new location is
briefly on hold for seismic retrofitting in the
lobby, but the pharmacy is expected to be
completed in mid 2015.
LLU Medical Center lobby seismic retrofit
The current phase of retrofitting the

raised a grand total of over $275,000 for
patients in Children’s Hospital’s hematology/oncology department.
Kerry Heinrich, CEO of Loma Linda
University Medical Center, thanked Susan
Atkinson, president and CEO of Stater
Bros. Charities for the generous gift.
“Your steadfast support over these
past 13 years has resulted in more than $5
million raised for our Children’s Hospital,” Heinrich said. “This is a great level of
philanthropy to our children and to our
community.”
Richard Chinnock, MD, medical director for Children’s Hospital, also thanked
the donors for their gift.
Other participants included Nancy
Negrette-Jones, executive director of
Stater Bros. Charities and Pam Bonds,
account executive of K-FROG 95.1 FM.
A former patient, young David Michaels
and his mother, Tiffany, expressed their
thanks for the gifts, and for the outstanding
care David received at the hospital.
Jacki Blake, a hospital employee who
supervises play areas, spoke about special
beds that some of the funds will go to purchase. “Your support means so much to these
children and their families,” Blake said.

David Michaels and his mother,
Tiffany, thank officials from Stater
Bros. Charities and K-FROG FM for
monies raised for LLU Children’s
Hospital during the December
Radiothon. David was a patient at
the hospital. The Stater Bros. Charities’ $150,000 contribution was part
of a total of more than $275,000
raised during the two-day event.
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Big Hearts for Little Hearts
Guild invites community to
membership luncheon
By Briana Pastorino

I
At last year’s membership luncheon, members of the Big Hearts for Little
Hearts Loma Linda Guild shared their enthusiasm for benefiting the children of the Inland Empire through volunteering to raise awareness and
support for Loma Linda University Children’s Hospital. This year, the
event was held at Redlands Country Club on Friday, Jan. 30.

Earthmovers ready new campus

ndividuals interested in making a
difference in the lives of pediatric
patients at Loma Linda University
Children’s Hospital were invited to “Hugs
with Luvs,” a membership luncheon for
current and prospective members of the
Big Hearts for Little Hearts Loma Linda
Guild on Friday, Jan. 30, 11:30 a.m., at
Redlands Country Club.
The luncheon was designed as an opportunity for interested parties to meet some
of the members of the guild, learn about
their charitable activities on behalf of the
children, and explore different avenues for
involvement and support.
“We’re were very excited about the
opportunity this represented for us to invite
new individuals to join us in seeking to
improve the lives of patients at Loma Linda
University Children’s Hospital,” Cutler
observes. “We do this because we care about

the children in our community and want to
do our part to make their patient experience
as bright as we can.”
The guild was founded in 1999 to raise
awareness and support for Loma Linda
University Children’s Hospital, which
provides life-saving care for critically ill or
injured children.
In addition to the membership luncheon, the Big Hearts for Little Hearts
Loma Linda Guild hosts a fashion show at
the Burrage Mansion in May and a cooking
school in autumn to raise money for a
variety of special projects at the hospital.
The guild also has multiple fun and interactive activities planned for hospitalized
patients throughout the year.
To learn more about the Big Hearts for
Little Hearts Guild, or to enquire about
joining the organization, please contact
Julie Cutler, membership chair, by phone at
909-307-0940 or by email at JulieCutler4@
gmail.com.

Annual Spiritual Life and Wholeness
Conference inspires caregivers …

A few days after the December 10, 2014, groundbreaking for Loma Linda
University Health–San Bernardino, earthmovers reconfigured the ground
to allow construction of the new health care and educational initiative.
The project, located at 250 South “G” Street across the street from San
Manuel Stadium, involves three distinct, yet related components. The first
is an educational center to be known as San Manuel Gateway College.
Funded in part by a generous gift of $10 million from the San Manuel
Band of Mission Indians, it will provide a variety of 6- to 12-month certificate training programs to prepare graduates for a number of rewarding career options in the health care field. The second is an expanded
multi-specialty medical clinic to be operated by Social Action Community (SAC) Health System, currently located at 1455 E. Third Street in San
Bernardino. The third is a vegetarian restaurant designed to showcase
the longevity-enhancing benefits of a plant-based diet. The new facility is
planned to open in 2016. By James Ponder

Continued from page 12
360-degree perspective, highlighting and
actively strategizing whole person care across
the Loma Linda University Health campus.”
Gober-Park highlighted research she
is leading at the center in relation to the
newly developed CLEAR (connect, listen,
explore, acknowledge and respond) whole
person care model and the data from the
SOUL underlying life spiritual history
that is currently integrated into the Loma
Linda University Health electronic medical
record. “SOUL” is the acronym for sources
of strength, outlook on religion and beliefs,
underlying life events and links to care.
According to Kris Lozano, center
manager, the Spiritual Life and Wholeness Conference began in 2008 and

was originally called the Spiritual Care
Workshop.
“From the beginning,” she says, “the goal
of the conference was to mentor primarily
Loma Linda University Health employees,
faculty and students for the purposes of carrying out whole person care on the campus,
but it is extended to others. Through the
years many community members have
joined us because of their interest in topics
such as spirituality, forgiveness, witness in
health care and whole person care.”
“Through this conference, people come
together to celebrate the work they have
been doing all year,” she says. “They are also
equipped for further work and encouraged
to move what they have done into publication. Finally, it is a time to be inspired.”

Reportable Crimes
The Crime Awareness and Campus Security Act of 1990 requires colleges
and universities across the United States to publish interim reports on-campus
crime activities. Listed below are the crimes reported for Loma Linda University
Health for the month of December 2014.
Type of Crime

Number of Crimes

Place of Crime

Burglary Motor Vehicle

2

North Parking Structure (2)

Burglary

2

Campus Bookstore; Security

Auto Theft

3

Lot A (2); Lot C

Tampering with Vehicle

2

North Parking Structure (2)

Assault

1

Behavioral Medicine Center

Narcotics Violation

2

*University Hospital; ReLive Thrift

Disturbing the Peace

1

Emergency Room

Vandalism

1

*University Hospital

		
*Adult hospital
You can assist the Loma Linda University Health department of security in
maintaining a safe and secure environment by notifying security immediately at
extension 9-1-1 if you see or know about a crime taking place.

Following their presentations on Saturday, the speakers — pictured from
left to right, Thomas Hutchinson, MB, BCh, BAO, director, McGill University programs in whole person care; Hedy S. Wald, PhD, clinical associate
professor of family medicine, Warren Alpert Medical School, Brown University; and Gregory Fricchione, MD, director of the psychiatry and medicine divisions and of the international psychiatry division, Massachusetts
General Hospital — answered questions from seminar attendees.

New vending machine options
will support wholeness …
Continued from page 8
when it comes to your journey of health.”
Fontoura wants to reassure those who
enjoy the current choices of sodas, candy
bars and other assorted snacks that the new
options will be equally fulfilling.
“We want to assure you,” he emphasizes,

“that the replacement items are designed to
not only be healthier, but at the same time
provide sweet, savory and satisfying choices
to keep you going until your next meal.”
Additional information regarding these
and other changes will be shared as they
occur in the future.
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Memorial service planned for former vice president of public affairs
By Larry Kidder

T

he longest-serving vice president
in the history of Loma Linda University Health passed away on
December 22, 2014, after a prolonged battle
with brain cancer.
W. Augustus Cheatham, MSW, joined
Loma Linda University Health in 1985,
helping to mold the public image of the
organization in the wake of the Baby Fae
case, and leading in the area of public affairs
for the next 22 years.
At his retirement in 2007, Cheatham
was presented with the Distinguished University Service Award.
Funeral services for Cheatham were held

Sunday, January 18, at Sligo Seventh-day
Adventist Church, in Takoma Park, Maryland. Interment took place the following
day in Limerick, Pennsylvania. A memorial
service in Loma Linda is being planned for
the middle of February. More details will be
announced in the coming weeks.
Wilbert Augustus Cheatham was born
February 14, 1942, in Dover, Delaware, to
William Lee Cheatham Sr. and Laura Elizabeth Muir Cheatham. He was the seventh
of eight children.
The Cheathams returned to Baltimore,
Maryland, in 1945, after spending seven
years in Dover. Cheatham attended Baltimore Adventist Junior Academy, then Pine
Forge Elementary and Pine Forge Academy

Winner of ‘The Voice’ performs
for and visits with LLUCH patients
By Briana Pastorino

S

eason seven’s winner of NBC’s, “The
Voice,” Craig Wayne Boyd, took
some time before an upcoming show
to visit with kids at Loma Linda University
Children’s Hospital (LLUCH) on Monday,
Jan. 26, courtesy of K-FROG 95.1.
The country artist performed three songs
for patients, their family, and LLUCH staff
in the hospital lobby before taking photos
with his little fans.

“I feel very honored to do stuff like this,”
Boyd, who has visited other children’s hospitals in the past, said. “I just hope that this
aids in their healing process and gives them
a little peace.”
From Nashville, Tennessee, Boyd chose to
sing his hit single, “Ain’t No Quitter,” to his
special audience. Boyd wrote the song prior
to “The Voice,” during his own time of struggle. “I thought it was a perfect song choice.”
The rising star was in town for a local
concert in San Bernardino.

Craig Wayne Boyd met one of his smallest fans, Loma Linda University
Children’s Hospital patient 18-month-old Sanai Garcia, of Fontana.

Annual Spiritual Life and
Wholeness Conference
inspires caregivers
By Nancy Yuen

W

hat does it mean for doctors,
nurses and health care providers to be truly present? How
can stories told by both patients and practitioners lead to deeper understanding,
healing and wholeness?
Faculty, staff, students and members of
the community attended the 7th Annual
Spiritual Life and Wholeness Conference
at Loma Linda University Health. The
conference, held Jan. 16-17, encouraged
participants to explore developments in the
teaching and practice of whole person care.
Loma Linda University Health has
embraced wholeness from its beginning in
1905. As they spoke about topics including “mind, body, medicine and the human
spirit” and “reflection, resilience and
humanism: bringing our whole person to
whole person care,” the invited speakers
mentioned various aspects of wholeness
that have been researched and advocated by
Loma Linda University Health.

Presenters included keynote speaker
Thomas Hutchinson, MB, BCh, BAO,
director, McGill University programs in
whole person care and editor of the book
“Whole Person Care;” Gregory Fricchione,
MD, director of the psychiatry and medicine
divisions and of the international psychiatry
division, Massachusetts General Hospital;
and Hedy S. Wald, PhD, clinical associate
professor of family medicine, Warren Alpert
Medical School, Brown University.
During the two-day event, 20 additional
speakers from numerous entities throughout
Loma Linda University Health also shared
developments on campus in the area of whole
person care. The conference was sponsored
by the Center for Spiritual Life and Wholeness, with internationally known speakers to
explore practical ways of integrating spirituality in the health care setting.
“This year’s conference,” says Carla GoberPark, PhD, MS, MPH, director, Center
for Spiritual Life and Wholeness, “examined whole person care from a wholistic,
Continued on page 11

(PFA), located in Pine Forge, Pennsylvania.
In high school, he served as class president all four years and excelled academically,
graduating salutatorian of his class. He also
displayed a gift for public speaking, even
from an early age.
Cheatham attended Columbia Union
College (CUC) — now Washington Adventist University — for his undergraduate
degree. He, with six other black students,
became known as the PFA 7, the first black
students to live in the CUC residence halls.
As a college student, Cheatham served as
president of CUC’s chapter of the American
Temperance Society and won a national oratorical contest. He graduated in 1965 with a
major in theology and a minor in sociology.
He later entered Howard University
for graduate studies, ultimately earning
his master’s degree in social work. From
1966 through 1970, Cheatham served as
assistant director for federal programs for
Prince George’s County, Maryland, public
schools. Following that, he began 16 years
of public service for the U.S. Government.
Cheatham served as chief of western
operations for the U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare (HEW)
and was appointed by President Jimmy
Carter as deputy assistant secretary and
director for civil rights under HEW Secretary Joseph Califano Jr. For his government
posts, he was sworn in by personal hero U.S.
Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall
— a lifelong highlight of his career.
Government service led to educational
leadership as Cheatham took on the role
of high school principal at his alma mater,
Pine Forge Academy, for three years.
During his time as principal, enrollment
nearly doubled and major progress was
made in fundraising for a new gymnasium
and campus church.
In 1985, at the request of then General

W. Augustus Cheatham, MSW
1942–2014
Conference of Seventh-day Adventists
President Neal Wilson, Cheatham agreed
to join the leadership team at Loma Linda
University, first as chief of public affairs and
later as vice president.
In 2007, Cheatham was diagnosed with
a brain tumor. Subsequent surgery resulted
in a difficult recovery and forced him to step
down from his leadership role. In the succeeding years, he continued to serve as an
inspiration to family and friends, spending precious time with his wife, children,
grandchildren and many friends.
Cheatham is survived by his wife of 51
years, Ida Cecilia Anderson; son, William
Lee III (Billy); daughters Marta and
Nicole; grandchildren Justin, William
Lee IV, Aaron, Steven Michael, Christian,
Michaela and John Michael; and siblings
William Jr., Anna, Oliver, Donald, Merle,
Charles and Wendell.
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